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Welcome.I’m Joe. Financial Stability Board on secondment from Bank of England.Going to talk about recent work on the sterling flash crash.[[Background on FSB:Coordinates the work of national financial authorities and international standard-setting bodies.Part of what we do is assess vulnerabilities24 jurisdictions, international financial institutions, sector-specific international groupings of regulators and supervisors, and committees of central bank experts. ]]



Outline

• Background: flash episodes and the growth of electronic trading

• 7 October 2016: what happened?

• What have we learnt?

• Implications for financial stability
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Here’s my outline [read]Thought I’d try to pull of a bit of trick: Talk to the paperBut couch things in terms of some of the recent work we’ve done to think about lessons for FS from flash episodes……particularly around the behaviour of high-frequency traders.I will show you data from paper……and one of its key results re whether the movement in price was inline with volume traded. But I’m going to spare you the detail of the maths…!…and instead draw on plenty of real-world examples and more informal empirical work.  



Background: the increasing speed of markets

• Increase in electronic trading and transparency has led to growth of algo trading…

Recent increase in FX trading via 
electronic platforms

Share of algorithmic activity in foreign 
exchange
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First a bit of background:Last 30 years has seen significant innovation in some marketsGrowth in electronic transactions, including in FX markets [LH chart]That has allowed buyers/sellers to be matched with greater immediacy, reducing need for intermediation (fast markets)Also increased transparency – you can see what prices are available.More recently, this combination of electronic trading and price transparency has given rise to algorithmic trading……including that at high frequency……by range of market participant (including PTFs: trade on prop basis, using sophisticated technology at high speed)[RH chart] You can see this in the case of spot fx marketsFaster markets – and the continuous trading they bring with them - have advantages, not least improved price discovery and day-to-day liquidity.



Background: Sterling joins the flash crash club

Selected intraday movements

Source:  Bloomberg. US equity markets flash-crash 6 May 2010 (Maroon), 
US Treasury market flash-rally 15 Oct 2014 (Green), removal of the Swiss 
franc peg to the euro 15 Jan 2015 (Orange), New Zealand dollar flash-crash 
24 Aug 2015 (Red) and Sterling flash crash 7 Oct 2016 (Blue).
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But fast markets also have disadvantages.The recent increase in market electronification has coincided with an increase in incidences of ‘flash crashes’: that is, large shifts in supply/demand for securities that don’t result from changes in economic or firm fundamentals [LH chart].S&P 500 in May 2010USTs in October 2014Swiss franc, Jan 2015UK markets haven’t been immune to flash crashes either: take the large movement in sterling in the early hours of 7 October 2016 [RH chart].Sterling US dollar exchange rate fell by nearly 10% within 40 seconds. Most of the movement reversed in the 10 minutes that followed Significant: First, highly liquid currency pair. Second because no obvious news [in contrast with 2015 CHF episode]



A typically illiquid time of day

Measures of intraday liquidity in GBP/USD 
on Thomson Reuters Matching Platform

Source: BIS
These measures are presented without scale for confidentiality reasons. 
Sweep-to-fill costs are calculated as the weighted average spread (from the implied mid-price) 

required to buy or sell a given quantity of sterling (£5 million here) versus the dollar.

Trading hours in large FX trading 
jurisdictions
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More a large trade occurred at a time of thin liquidity in the market, in early hours of morning London time.On the left I’ve shown some of the major trading hours in a few jurisdictions. [speak to chart].[speak to chart on right] You can see that in a range of indicates of liquidity. Measures of liquidity in the days before the event show that the event occurred at one of the most illiquid times in the market.Not unsurprisingly, such a large movement prompted a search for answers. What happened?Why?Does it matter for FS?Our paper was a small part of that effort!



7 October 2016: What happened? (2)

Thomson Reuters Matching GBP/USD order book behaviour1
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First thing to highlight is that we used some pretty novel data:Thomson Reuters USD/GBP platformAll trade and order book update....up to 10 increments each side of best bid/askFor 3 days either side of 7 October.You can use that to do fancy econometrics. But also draw ‘interesting pictures’.Chart: Blue/red circles represent resting/limit orders. Intensity of colour is size. Black line is mid price. Commentary:Depth quite high between 0006 and 0007 before the episode Imbalance at around 0700Now, at first sight, selling of this size might look like a buying opportunity.Question: what happened? Why didn’t markets stabilise themselves more promptly?Answer in two parts…



What have we learnt? Liquidity demand 

Aggressive selling in S&P 500 E-mini 
futures on 6 May 2010

Source: CFTC & SEC, 2010.
1. The series shows the total volume of executed trades (net buy and sell) that 
resulted from passive orders less the total traded volume that was executed as a 
result of aggressive orders (net buy and sell). 

NB: Daily average volumes in the OTC FX market for USD/GBP during April 2016 
approximately £320Bn (BIS)
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First, there were mechanistic demand for liquidity, that took place via algorithmic trading, and amplified movement:First from stop-loss retail orders, that prompted mechanistic selling when prices fell beyond a certain level. Retail and institutional investors often leave such orders with dealers…… in order to close out positions quickly and limit potential losses in the event of price falls.Second from dealers’ hedging of barrier options by selling underlying securities…… in order to maintain a neutral position with respect to further price movements. These options feature non-linear payoffs, dealers’ hedging involved selling large quantities as prices fell. [LH chart shows the profile of hedging demand gathered from 12 most active dealers in sterling spot  fx and options markets.]The media have reported/alleged that inexperienced staff in one firm applied an algorithm that demanded more liquidity than is usually available at that time of day in sterling, amplifying the move.PTONote that both of these behaviours were individually rational, and in keeping with good risk management. But performed by ‘thirsty’ algorithms, in an environment of strained liquidity, they served to amplify price movement.We saw these dynamics at play during the US 2010 S&P E-Mini futures ‘flash crash’. RH chart uses data from US joint staff report on that event.The chart shows you net purchases of securities by HFT…HFT firms sold E-Mini futures contracts (on net) rapidly and aggressively during the event window as prices were falling.



What have we learnt? Liquidity supply 

00:07:15 - 10 second ‘pause’ on CME 00:09:29 - Further 2 minute trading halt on CME
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Second, the fall in price was also accompanied by a reduction in liquidity.As this chart shows, bid-offer spreads widened significantly (over 20%), and overall depth in the order book remained low for several minutes. You can see this from these blank areas on the chart.Speculation at the time around whether reduction in liquidity was caused by circuit breakers triggered on the CME futures markets.These trading pauses could have discouraged firms from participating in the spot market given some firms may be reliant on the CME for reference price for their market making.Idea: market makers face risk of transacting with more informed agent. If they loose reference price they widen bid/ask – or withdraw from market – to compensate themselves for facing this risk. One of the contributions of the paper was to consider this – i.e. whether the change in price as in line with volume traded - given the historical relationship between prices or volumes/ Or whether there was another factor at work!



Change in price exceeded estimated price impact

• Hard question. Need measure of price impact that is:

• Robust to splitting of parent orders

• Need price impact function that applies at any time of day 
(i.e. is in ‘volume time’)

• Based on Kyle and Obizhaeva (2016) (in equity markets)

• Initial fall in price up to 00:007:15 consistent with volume of sell 
orders…

• …but subsequent fall goes beyond that consistent with estimates 
of price impact 

• Pause in trading on CME may have led to withdrawal of 
liquidity by market makers on Thomson Reuters

(In)consistencies between observed 
changes in price and those expected given 
order flow
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[Speak to slide][Add defensive technical detail here from paper as necessary]



What have we learnt? Liquidity supply

S&P 500 E-mini future on 6 May 2010Liquidity provision by algorithmic traders in… 
EUR/CHF on  15 Jan 2015

Source: CFTC & SEC, 2010.
The series shows the total volume of executed trades that resulted from 
passive orders less the total traded volume that was executed as a result 
of aggressive orders. 

Source: Breedon et al, forthcoming, Bloomberg
Cumulative liquidity provision is defined as the total volume of limit orders less market orders.
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This is consistent with what we’ve seen in other flash episodes.These charts use data from the Swiss franc, and S&P500 E mini futures flash crashes to examine the behaviour of some high-frequency traders during these episodes[speak to LH chart]. This chart shows the flash rally in the Swiss franc [blue line], with the total volume of HFT’s passive orders – ie those supplying liquidity minus absorbing liquidity – in purple. (Negative number; so they absorbed more liquidity than was supplied).The right hand chart shows a similar measure in the case of the 2010 flash crash in the S&P 500. [Net liquidity supply: i.e. transactions via limit orders minus transactions initiated via market orders]Negative: take away is that algorithmic traders withdrew liquidity around these events.



What have we learnt? Summary 

• Flash crashes seem to be trigged by:

• Following trades that are large, relative to liquidity conditions
(Sterling flash crash (October 2016); S&P 500 E-mini futures (May 2010))

• Unanticipated change in market fundamentals
(Removal of Swiss franc peg to euro (Jan 2015))

• Algo trading then amplifies: withdrawing bids and selling into falling markets

• Role of circuit breakers
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Anticipated shocks play out differently

Net algo liquidity provision 
following negative news 

GBP/USD on 23/24 June 2016 
– EU referendum
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1. Net liquidity provision is defined as passive net contracts purchased less aggressive net 

contracts purchased in a falling market. An increase shows passive orders outpacing 
aggressive orders in a positive direction (i.e that counters the falling market)

2. For 914 identified macroeconomic news events on the Eurex futures market.
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But - in contrast - when news was anticipated algorithmic trading adapts to lower liquidity in a way that seems to avoid disruption.Whilst HFTs might reduce activity before anticipated events, they have been found to supply liquidity throughout news announcement periods.[LH chart] For example, around the UK’s EU referendum, whilst sterling depreciated, price moves were orderly. Sharp moves are associated with referendum outcomes.Clients were discouraged from leaving orders on overnight; hedging demand was reduced.That result is confirmed if you look at data more generally.[RH Chart] shows HFTs average behaviour on the Euro-Bund futures (on Eurex) over 914 instances of 38 identified major economic data and survey releases. The chart shows net liquidity provision (passive transactions less aggressive)HFTs net liquidity provision recedes ahead of macroeconomic announcements…… before providing liquidity to a falling market throughout the announcement.[Defensive:Source: Hautsch, Noe and Zhang (2016, pp.24-25)Data is from the Eurex futures market message data including January 1st, 2014 to October 31st, 2015.Net trading is defined as contracts bought minus contracts sold of 236 HFTs out of 4,233 trader IDs.HFTs are identified when they fulfil the following characteristics according to trading activity: At least a median of 800 order submissions per trading day; an end-of-day position scaled by traded contracts of less than 5%, and at least one of three low latency measures must be fulfilled (the 5% quantile of order life time, consecutive order submission time and reaction time).Macroeconomic announcements are defined as one of 38 identified major economic data and survey releases, for example Consumer confidence and consumer price indexes.



So what? Implications for financial stability

• 10 minutes of market risk does not make a systemic risk 

• But how could it?
• By occurring close to end-of-day, leading to margin calls
• By reducing confidence in markets, increasing risk premia
• By causing material losses for systemic institutions
• By triggering circuit breakers that cause spill-overs to other markets
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[Speak to slide]



Q&A
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That’s all I have.Let me open for questions.
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